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Markets, from the Tokyo Stock Exchange to Wall Street, are rattling themselves with the highest anticipation of a stimulus package on steroids. With checks waiting to be shipped out to millions of Americans, and with direct deposits aiming to be cleared by the Bank of America for thousands of middle income home owners, an American economy with a no-win of either Covi-19 related food illnesses, Covi-19 breakouts across million dollar malls, and the lack of inventory (due to store closures and chapter-11’s -- by Nigerian scam agencies housing thousands of low income Americans); the threat that there’s nothing there but a black Friday sale that ends in a screaming fight for a finite amount of rations and food pantries. It’s all an indicator that the millions of checks and direct deposits which are being distributed by the United States (U.S.) Treasury are dead on arrival.

Meaning that millions of shoppers (whether retail, online, or small-business) have been sent to their screaming death with worthless checks that will take days, if not weeks, to spend. Causing the international markets to rattle and fluctuate to the point of a global catastrophic failure in liquidity (between supply and/or demand).

It’s Sodom and Gomorrah on U.S. soil.